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INJECTIVE OBJECTS IN THE CATEGORY OF /»-RINGS

DAVID C.  HAINES

Abstract. A /»-ring (or generalized Boolean ring) P is a ring

of fixed prime characteristic/» in which a"=a for all a in P. In this

paper P is partially ordered by a relation which is a generalization of

the usual Boolean order. A subset S of P is then called quasi-

orthogonal if ab(a—b)=*0 for all a, b in S. It is shown that P is

injective in the category of /»-rings if and only if every quasi;

orthogonal subset has a supremum under this partial order.

Sikorski [4] has shown that in the category 38 of Boolean rings the

injective objects are the complete Boolean rings. The purpose of this

paper is to present a generalization of this result to the category 3P of

/»-rings, where 0* is understood to be the category with objects rings P

of fixed prime characteristic p in which ap=a for all aeP and with

morphisms the usual ring homomorphisms.

If F is a /»-ring, then the set B(P) of idempotents of F is a Boolean ring

under the multiplication of F and the new addition defined by a®b=a+

b—2ab. Batbedat [2] has used B to establish an isomorphism between

2P and £8. (See also Stringall [6].) Hence, the injective objects in 3P are

simply those P for which B(P) is a complete Boolean ring. In this paper

the injective objects in 2P will be characterized by a kind of completeness

of a particular partial order that is an extension of the usual partial order

on the Boolean ring of idempotents.

Definition 1.    For a,b eP, a^b if and only if ap~1b=a.

It is easily shown that ^ is a partial order on F (see, e.g., Abian [1]),

but in general (F, ^) is not a lattice. It is, however, a lower semilattice

with meet defined by aAb=a—a(a—b)p~1. A simple calculation shows

that a(bAc)=abhac and aA0=0 for a, b,c e P.

Foster [3] has shown that every element a of F is uniquely expressible as

a sum of elements {e3(a)/eZ,,} of 5(F). In particular,

(1) a=fjej(a)
i-i
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where

(2) ej(a) = (a - a(a - ja^y-'r1

and

(3) e^e^a) = 0   if j ?6 k (mod p).

The following lemma provides an alternative representation of a as

the sum of meets of elements of F.

Lemma 1.   IfaePandjeZv,thenjej(a)=ahja*-1.

Proof. First observe that if b^a, then for any integer «^1,

an=((a-b)+b)n=(a-b)n+A+bn, where A has a factor of b(a-b)=

b(a—b*~1a)=0. Hence an-b"=(a-b)n. Letting b=a(a-ja*~1)*-1 and

n=p—\, it follows that

ye, (a) = j(a*~1 — a"-1(a — ja*-1)*-1) = a Aja*-1.

In general, not every pair of elements of F has a join. It is easily shown,

however, that a and b have a join in F if ab(a—b)=0. In particular,

avb=a+b—a*-1b. (Note that ab(a—b)=0 is equivalent to a*-1b=ab*~1.)

More generally, if the set Q has an upper bound, then ab(a—¿>)=0

for all a,b eQ.
Definition 2. Elements a, ¿» in F are said to be quasi-orthogonal if

ab(a—b)=0. A subset Q of F is called quasi-orthogonal if its elements

are pairwise quasi-orthogonal. F is then called quasi-orthogonally com-

plete if every quasi-orthogonal subset has a supremum in F.

We now show that quasi-orthogonal elements have an important prop-

erty in terms of the idempotents given in (2).

Lemma 2.   Ifab(a—b)=0 then e ¡(0^(^=0 for j^k (mod/»).

Proof.   We may assume j, k^äO (mod/»). Then

jej(a)kek(b) = (a Aja*-1)^ A kb*-1)

= ab hja*-xb A ka^b A jka^b*-1.

But for any x in F, kxAjx=kx—kx(kx—jx)*~1=kx—kx(k—j)*~1x*-1=0,

and letting x=ab*~1, we obtain jej(a)kek(b)=0 and hence ej(a)ek(b)=0.

The next lemma makes use of the well-known fact (see, e.g., Sikorski

[5, p. 60]) that if S is a subset of a Boolean ring R with supremum in R

and if m e R, then

(4) m(sup S) = sup(/nS).
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Lemma 3. If Q is a quasi-orthogonal subset of P such that sup{?;(a):

a e Q} is in P, then

sup^"-1^) : a e Q} = e¡(b)  for allbeQ,je Zv.

Proof.   Note first that

b^efr) = {befryr1 = Cfke^e^V

using (1) and Lemma 2. Hence

e/f>) = e3(&)sup{e/a):aeQ}

= sup{e3.(i»)e3.(û):a eQ} = supffc"-1«/«):«! eß}.

We are now ready to prove an important theorem relating the com-

pleteness of 5(F) to the quasi-orthogonal completeness of P. For brevity,

sums are assumed to be taken over/ k=l, •••,/»— 1.

Theorem. If P is a p-ring and B{P) the Boolean ring of idempotents of

P, then P is quasi-orthogonally complete if and only if B(P) is complete.

Proof. We first observe that since any subset S of B(P) is quasi-

orthogonal, if F is quasi-orthogonally complete, then sup S eP. However

(sup S)2=sup S from (4), so that sup S e B(P) and B(P) is complete.

Conversely, let Q be a quasi-orthogonal subset of F and s=2/ sup{e,(a) :

a e Q}. Because e¡{a) e B(P) for a e P andy" 6 Z„, the various suprema are

in P and hence í is in F.

Now choose se Q. Then x"*1 e B(P) and so

x'-h = '¿¿jx*-1 sup{e3(a):a e Q}

" 2-J supfx'-^CiOia-e ß} = 2-/eXx) = x>

using (4), Lemma 3, and (1). Thus x^s and x is an upper bound of Q.

On the other hand, assume u is any upper bound of Q. It follows from

(4) and Lemma 2 that

sup{e{(a) : a e Q] ■ sup{e,(a) : a e Q} = 0   if i # j (mod p).

Hence,

s-1« = 2y>-ysupK(cO:a e Q}) = 2 (2 * supfeOO«/«):*! e Q})

from (1) and (4). But if a^u, then ap_1i/=ai/,>_1 and so from Lemma 2,

ek(u)e¡(a)=0 if k^j (mod p). Also, a straightforward calculation shows

that ej(u)ej(a)=ej(a), so sp-1u=J_jsup{ej(a):ae Q}=s. Consequently,

s^u and so s is the supremum of Q in F.
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In light of the above theorem and the remarks in the introductory

paragraphs, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary.    A p-ring is an injective object in the category of p-rings

if and only if it is quasi-orthogonally complete.
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